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	Title: Recipe for a Bulb Parfait 
	Author: by Jeanne Rose and Michelle Le Strange, Master Gardener Program
	Page 1: Late October through November is the best time for planting your spring flowering bulbs. Oftentimes just a single pot overflowing with tulips or daffodils by the front door is all that's needed to welcome spring.That paints a pretty picture, but this year let's try something a little different. How about a big pot of beautiful flowers on your patio ALL SPRING LONG? Sounds great, doesn't it? What? You are worried about the fuss of flowers? Worry no more, with bulbs it is easy and practically fool proof. All you need to do is plant several different types of bulbs all at once. The key is to choose bulbs that bloom in sequence and plant them in layers, somewhat like making a layered ice cream parfait. It's really quite simple - just follow a few simple steps for this three tiered recipe.First get your container ready. Oak barrels cut in half or big ceramic pots are commonly used, but you can be creative in choosing a container to match your décor or fit your mood. Whimsy is always welcome outside in the garden. Whatever you decide upon, make sure it has drainage holes and add some if it doesn't. Cover the drainage holes with something porous (like a paper towel, coffee filter, screen, or a few small rocks) to keep the soil from washing out as the water drains.In a separate container enrich a light potting mix with compost in a 5 to 1 ratio and then blend in some bone meal. The compost will supply the bulbs with nutrients as they grow and the bone meal adds a little extra phosphorus for root growth. Add several inches of the soil mix to the bottom of the pot, leaving about 8 to 9 inches between the top of the soil and the top of the container.Plant the bottom layer of bulbs. Use late-emerging tall growing bulbs, such as tulips, daffodils (Narcissus spp.), golden garlic (Allium moly), and hyacinth. Ranunculus (tubers) and Harlequin flower (Sparaxis - a corm) would also work here. You can space them closely together but leave some room between the bulbs and the sides of the container. Cover the bulbs with 2 to 3 inches of the soil mix.Next is the middle layer. For this you might plant Glory-of-the-snow (Chionodoxa), African corn lily (Ixia - a corm), Checkered lily (Fritillaria), Star of Bethlehem (Ornithogalum), Pushkinia lily, mid-size daffodils, larger crocus, or wood hyacinth (Endymion or Scilla non-scripta). After planting cover with 2 to 3 inches of the soil mix.
	Page 2: Finish with the top layer. Use crocus and other short early bloomers such as Freesia (corm), snowdrops (Galanthus), anemones, Iris reticulata, grape hyacinth (Muscari), and miniature daffodils or species tulips. Add at least 3 to 5 inches of soil on top of the highest layer of bulbs and top off with decorative mulch. Choose bulbs carefully. A bulb is a complete miniature of a plant encased in fleshy modified leaves called scales which contain reserves of food. Selecting quality bulbs is important because the flower bud has already developed before the bulb is even sold. Size is also important; look for plump, heavy, firm bulbs and avoid any soft or mushy bulbs. Sometimes the term bulb is loosely used to include corms, tubers, and rhizomes, which are derived from fleshy stems and are technically different from bulbs. Water thoroughly then monitor pot moisture. When all the bulbs are set in place and covered with soil, soak the pot thoroughly. This initial watering along with subsequent rain may be all the water that is needed until the leaves poke above the surface. Since pot size and location varies, it is up to each gardener to monitor their bulb parfaits for moisture, keeping them damp, but not soggy. As the bulbs grow, irrigate regularly allowing water to penetrate the pot and run out the bottom.Protect the bulbs from extreme cold. Place your container in a cool area, but not in an exposed area that is likely to freeze if temperatures drop too low for too long. In the spring move the pot of bulb parfait to a sunny spot - and enjoy the flower show! 
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